This study is concerned with Fractal dimensions as visual features of textile designs. Fractal dimensions are a one of the scale of measuring the shapes. This study investigated a correspondence between the subjective evaluation of visual features using subjective impressions of "strong impact" and the objective evaluation obtained as Fractal dimensions of textile design images. In the results, it is shown that the subjective evaluation based on the subjective impressions of "strong impact" is related with Fractal dimensions of textile design images. So, we propose that Fractal dimensions are able to use for one of the items at the design searching on subjectively.
Introduction
In order to make good use of a collection of textile designs, it is important to create an well-organized design database. One of the most important functions of such a database is its search capabilities. Thus far, design searches have allowed only objective, established information, such as the name of a textile and concrete design information.
With these limitations, it is difficult to meet the demands of a search for a designer's subjective information. There is a need to increase search capabilities to take advantage of the visual features of textile designs. Such a search could be done by focusing on ran-number or ran-length's as spacing features, or by searching for keywords similar to those suggestive of the desired image. However, neither of these ways are enough to meet the designer's subjective desire to find "a certain image3,4~ " Thus, in this study, focused on and measured subjective factor in design evaluation, whether or not it has "strong impact." The study then investigated the relationship between "strong impact" and objective visual features, and then considered objective visual features used for subjective design searching. This relationship makes it clear that design searches by objective visual features have the same meaning as searches by subjective information. An example of this can be seen in Part '~ of this study, which found that objective spatial frequency components of textile design images are an element of subjective visual features.
On the other hand, the reason why man can immediately distinguish complicated patterns is thought to be because visual sensation carries out information condensation of visual data gained from the outside world, and man can identify complicated patterns using parameters derived from such informed condensation. Fractal dimension6g~ is thought to be as important as a parameter. Thus, this study investigates Fractal dimension that deeply relates to sight as objective visual features, and investigates the correspondence between Fractal dimension and the subjective factor of "having strong impact".
-50- People tend to evaluate textile designs subjectively, as "showy" or "individualistic ." Thus in order to carry out a subjective evaluation of textile designs, criteria for the evaluation must be set upon which the evaluation can take place. A recent study suggested texton9"~ as an element with "strong impact" We assume that perceptive elements as partially form texture perceptions. We call this element of texture perception texton. "Texture" is a pattern that covers certain area and has features. Texture distinction is said to be made solely by the differences in textons or the differences in the density of textons. There are three types of textons known, end points, cross points, and long and narrow lumps.
But, there are some problems in that the concept "long and narrow lumps" is vague, and that cross points textons are sometimes not clearly defined. Human information processing is often explained as being divided into three stages: sensation, perception, and recognition. Generally speaking, it is difficult to strictly divide these three stages.
But, when we take in a flow of information, the process can be defined as moving from sensation to recognition or vice versa. The former is called "bottom-up processing," in which information entering into the brain is analyzed one after another and reaches recognition based on the result. The latter is called "top-down processing," and occurs when information is lacking or too vague. In such cases, we conjecture based on previous knowledge until we confirm the supposition.
This study focuses on textile designs made up of complicated patterns. Using the key word "strong impact,"
suggesting that reactions will "pop out," as in top-down processing, we carried out a test of feelings to evaluate subjectively.
The feeling test is based on statistical and mathematical theories while taking into account the judgmental element of humans. This is because judgement is influenced not only by the nature of a thing itself, but also by the circumstances.
For this reason, it is sometimes difficult for test participants to understand the criteria of evaluation and judge. But, it is easier to compare two things and choose one of them, so we use a paired comparison method. This test was held by fifteen participants with good eyesight using ten pieces of cloth chosen at random. Two 25 cm x 25 cm pieces of cloth with 15 cm space between them were shown on a vertical gray board under the north sky in daylight. The participants looked at them for about three seconds from a one-meter distance and were asked to say which of the two had "stronger impact ." This subjective impression of "strong impact" compares the attention paid to the two fabrics at a nultaneously viewed at the same instant and with the same -51- 
When a probability process F(t) makes
F(t) is a self-similar probability process with H as a exponent" Taking the expectation and logarithm of (2), w get the following: 
is established, we call DH Hausdorff dimension 6 of a set A . 
Fractal Dimensions in
,logr and logN(r) make a straight line, and this inclination is Fractal dimension (self-similar dimension). On the other hand, if (7) does not make a straight line, the figure does not have Fractal feature. Nakayama and his associates improved the method to change this graduation of sight scale, calculating Fractal dimension as follows.
We think that r x r area is the unit area. The n(r) pieces of cubes covering the unit area as 
< i 4, i is integer and floor means integration) (8)
We show the concentration of corners of the unit area. And we seek n(r) in all unit areas. When the average is n(r), N(r)=n(r)S/r2 (9) Finally, we seek N(r) in each scale, and plot log N(r) against log r using equation (7), and calculate slope from a straight line using least square method, which gives the Fractal dimension.
Next, in order to investigate that data is on the line. We use the equation suggested by Otsu12~.
I-4~t12+( /120_/102)/(/220+/102) 2(10)
When data is perfectly on the line, 1= 1, when not, 1=0.
Application to Textile Design Image
First, the textile images of ten sample fabrics were changed from RGB to L* a* b*, making shade images of L*, a*, b*. Fluctuation of pixel values (a* component of sample H) after Mosaic processing with 24x24 pixels.
-54-
Results and Observations

Result of Subjective Evaluation
As a result that we counted the triangles showing contradictive judgement of subjects and the subjects' judgmental ability, we could verify that all the subjects had the judgmental ability. Table 1 is a result of paired comparison related to Pop-out feeling.
In Table 1 , A-J are the sample fabrics. The chart indicates the number of participants who thought fabrics in left column had "stronger impact" than those in the upper column. According to Table 1 , the coefficient u and X,2, X2
calculated by u are as follows.
u=0.686 X~2 = 554 X2=74 X02 ? X2 holds, so the conformity is recognized in the participants' judgement.
Next, Table 2 is a paired comparison scale using Bradley's method. Xo2,X2 calculated, these values are X2=958
X2=17
and Xa2 ? X2 is established. This showed that there was the difference between textile design samples based on subjective "strength of impact." Table 2 shows that larger textile designs have stronger impact. We treat the results in Table 2 as subjective evaluation. First, paired comparison was carried out on subjective "strong impact" in the sample textile designs . The meaning of the result of this comparison were verified and fixed in quantity to gain a subjective evaluation. Second, Fractal dimensions were taken of the images after Mosaic processing to textile design images. The correlation to subjective evaluation was investigated. Results showed the tendency of converse correlation. This showed that the complexity of shade changing of design images is related to subjective impressions of "strong impact."
Results of Objective Evaluation
This study gained subjective evaluation of visual features using subjective impressions of "strong impact." But this is just one kind of subjective evaluation, so future investigations on subjectivity are needed. Subjectivity must be explained organically in terms of some objective visual features. There are many problems to overcome before we achieve subjective information searches in textile design databases.
